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Abstract 
For certain knots J in S’ x D’, the dual knot .J* in S’ x D2 is defined. Let J(0) be the satellite 
knot of the unknot 0 with pattern J, and K be the satellite of J(0) with pattern 1’. The knot K 
then bounds a smooth disk in a 4-ball, but is not obviously a ribbon knot. We show that K is, in 
fact, ribbon. We also show that the connected sum J( O)# J’ (0) is a nonribbon knot for which 
all known algebraic obstructions to sliceness vanish. 
Keywords: Ribbon knot; Slice knot; Dual knot; Casson-Gordon invariant 
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0. Introduction 
Throughout this paper we shall work in the PL locally flat category. All manifolds 
including knots are suitably oriented. All homeomorphisms are orientation preserving 
unless otherwise indicated. In this introduction V will denote the unknotted solid torus 
in the 3-sphere. 
We start with the following observation. Let J be a knot in the unknotted solid torus V 
winding around geometrically once, and 7 the mirror image knot in V obtained from J 
by changing all crossings and orientation (Fig. 1) . J( 0) and J( 0) denote the satellite 
knots of the unknot 0 in S3 with pattern J and 7, respectively; that is, they are J 
and 7 regarded as knots in S3. Then the satellite, >( J( 0) ) , of J( 0) with pattern 7 is 
equivalent to the connected sum J( O)#J(O), and thus is a ribbon knot. 
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Fig. 1 
In this paper, we define a dual knot, an analogue of a mirror image, and find a potential 
counterexample to the ribbon-slice conjecture [3,7]. The dual knot J* c V is defined 
for certain knots J in V winding around algebraically once (Section 2). (When J winds 
around V geometrically once, then J* will be 3.) In general, the satellite knot J* (J( 0) ) 
of J( 0) with pattern J’ is neither equivalent to J( 0)# J* (0) nor obviously a ribbon 
knot. However, every such satellite knot turns out to be a ribbon knot (Proposition 2.4). 
To see this, we first show the satellite knot bounds a disk embedded in a 4-ball, and 
then isotope the slice disk to a position with no local maxima by introducing new local 
minima. The isotopy technique we use will be useful for eliminating local maxima from 
other embedded surfaces. Then, is the connected sum of J( 0) and J*( 0) a ribbon 
knot? The answer to this question is “no”. We give an example of J and J* such that 
the connected sum is nonribbon (Proposition 3.1). However, this knot is algebraically 
slice and has the same Casson-Gordon invariants as the slice knot J*( J(0)). The knot 
J(O)# J*( 0) thus provides a potential counterexample to the “slice implies ribbon 
conjecture” and a good example for testing a new obstruction to sliceness. (Though 
examples of algebraically slice knots which are nonribbon already appeared in Bonahon 
[ 11, Long [ 1 l] and Miyazaki [ 121, Casson-Gordon invariants are not computed for 
those.) 
1. Notation 
For a manifold M, -M is obtained from M by reversing its orientation. S’ x D2 
denotes the unknotted solid torus in S3, with a fixed orientation of the core S’ x 0. 
The orientation of the core of -S’ x D2 is the opposite of S’ x D2. A longitude of 
fS’ x D* is said to be preferred if it does not link S’ x 0 in S3 and is oriented in the 
same direction as S’ x 0. Given a simple loop J in S’ x D* and a knot k in S3, let 
J(k) denote the knot f(J) in S3 where f : S’ x D* -+ N(k) is the canonical framing 
of N(k) in S3 such that f( S’ x 0) = k. Given knots ki in Mi = fS’ x D2 for i = 1,2, 
write kl Z k2 if there is a homeomorphism g : (Ml, kl) + (Mz. k2) which sends a 
preferred longitude of MI to that of Mz, For a knot J in S’ x D* the knot 7 denotes 
the knot (-S’ x D2, -1). 
A knot is a slice knot [3] if it bounds a disk in a 4-ball. A knot k is a ribbon knot 
[3] if it bounds a disk D in a 4-ball B4 such that the restriction to D of the radial 
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function of B4 is a Morse function with no local maxima. Such a disk is called a ribbon 
disk. Since B4 - D is obtained from (S3 - k) x I by adding 2-, 3- and 4-handles, the 
map ri(S3 -k) -+ rl(B4 - D) induced by inclusion is surjective. Keeping this in 
mind, define a knot K in a homology 3-sphere M to be homotopically ribbon [2] if 
there is a pair of a homology 4-ball N and a properly embedded disk D in N such that 
(M,K) = a(N,D) and z-r(M - K) + ~1 (N - D) is surjective. We shall call D a 
homotopically ribbon disk. 
2. J and J 
Let J be a knot in V = St x D2 such that J is homologous to the core of V, and 
c( c dN( J) ) a preferred longitude of J; c runs in the same direction as J. Identify V 
with a regular neighborhood of S’ x x in S’ x S2 where x E S2. If J is isotopic to 
S’ x x in S’ x S2, define the dual knot J* in S’ x D2 as follows. Let e be a core of 
S’ x S2 - V such that e is homologous to J in S’ x S2. Define J* to be the knot e in 
the solid torus -S* x s1 - N(J) with c a preferred longitude. The knot F is, then, -C 
in the solid torus S1 x 5? - N(J) with a preferred longitude -c. The following lemma 
follows from the definition of J*, so the proof is omitted. 
Lemma 2.1. Let J be a knot in V = S’ x D2. If J*( C V) exists, then 
( 1) J represents a generator of HI (V) , 
(2) (J*)* % J, and 
(3) there is a homeomorphism g : V - N(J) + -V- N(J*) such thatg(aN(J)) = 
dV and g carries a longitude-meridian pair of N(J) (respectively V) to that of V 
( respectively N( J* ) ). 
When J intersects a meridional disk once, by using the light bulb trick we see J* g 5 
(cf. Fig. 2). Fig. 3 is a nontrivial example of a pair of J and J*. Refer to Section 4 for 
how to draw J*. 
By Lemma 2.1(3) the O-surgery of V along J is homeomorphic to the exterior of 
F( 0); the homeomorphism carries a preferred longitude of V to that of F( 0). Hence 
the O-surgery of S3 along J(0) is homeomorphic to that along J’(0) although the 
knots are not necessarily the same. 
Fig. 2. 
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Lemma 2.2. The O-surgery of S3 along J(0) is orientation reversingly homeomorphic 
to that along J*( 0). In particular, J(0) and J* (0) have the isomorphic Alexander 
modules. 
Proposition 2.3. If J* is defined for a knot J in V = S’ x D2, then each of J’ ( J( 0) ) 
and J( J* (0) ) bounds a homotopically ribbon disk in a 4ball. 
The proof of Proposition 2.3 uses a nontrivial presentation of a 3-sphere embedded 
in 9 which is due to William Eaton. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the proposition only for J* (J( 0) ) because of Lemma 2.1(2). 
Regard Si = B_ U S3 x [ - 1, 11 U B+ where Bh are 4-balls attached to S3 x {fl}. Let 
A4 be the 3-manifold in S3 x [ -1, 11 intersecting S3 x t as follows (cf. Fig. 4). 
MnS3X t= 
1 
9 -N(J), t= 1, 
aA’( O<t<l, 
-V-N(J), t =o, 
aK -1 <t<o, 
r! t=-1. 
Since d (V x [ -1, l] ) Z S’ x S2, the existence of J* implies that V’ = 
d ( V x [ - 1, 0] ) - N(J) is a solid torus whose meridian is a meridian of J. Since 
M- 
Fig. 4. 
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MnS3x[-l,0]=V’,itfollowsM~S3.Let~bethecoreofVx-1andorient~so 
as to be homologous to J x 0 in V x [ - 1 , 0] . Then the knot C in M has the knot type 
of J* ( J( 0) ) because J* % ( V’, !) . Let Xh be the closures of components of 9 - M 
containing Bk. We have X+ = V x [-l,O] U (N(J) x [O,l]) U B+. By the existence 
of J* there is a homeomorphism from V x [ - l,O] to N(J) x [ -l,O] which sends 
N(J) x 0 to itself, so that X+ Z N(J) x [ -1, l] U B+, a 4-ball. Hence X- is also a 
4-ball. 
Let us prove that e bounds a homotopically ribbon disk in X-. Now X- = B_ U (U x 
[-1,O])U(~-~(J)x[O,1])whereU=~-V.Since~x-1isunknottedin~B_, 
h* = B- U U x [ - 1 , 0] is a 4-dimensional 2-handle attached to Ss - N(J) x [ 0, 1 ] = Y, 
say. Let D c B4 be a standard slice disk for the unknot e in aB4; D is a cocore of h*. 
Then, ~1 (M-Q + ~1 (X_ -D) is surjective because n-1 (Y) = 7rt ( S3 -.l) c ~1 (M-4) 
and Y is a deformation retract of X_ - D. 0 
The following result shows that J* ( J( 0) > is, in fact, a ribbon knot. 
Proposition 2.4. If J’ is defined for a knot J in V = S’ x D*, then J* (J( 0)) and 
J( J* (0) ) are ribbon knots. In fact, the disk D given in the proof of Proposition 2.3 is 
isotopic to a ribbon disk. 
Proof. We prove J’ (J( 0)) is ribbon. Let xl, x2 and xs denote three distinct points 
in S*, and let Ci = S’ x Xi C S’ x S*, i = 1,2,3. From the definition of the dual J*, 
it is easily seen that there is an isotopy F : S’ x S* x [0, l] -+ St x S* x [0, l] with 
F 1 S’ x S* x 0 the identity map, and F 1 St x S* x 1 mapping J = J(C1) to er, and -e2 
to F( -e,) = 7 (preserving the preferred framings). Put F in general position with 
respect to es, and identify V with S1 x 8 - N(es). F may now be viewed in the solid 
torus V, as an “isotopy” of J(CI ) U -!2 which has been augmented by an additional 
type of move: Each time a strand of J( e, ) U -42 passes through es, we realize this in 
V as a band sum with a meridian of V. (See Fig. 5.) Note that if we replace J(el) by 
J*(J(el)), then F 1 S1 x S* x 1 maps J*(J(!l)) to J*(ll) and -& toF(-ez). This 
has a similar interpretation in V. 
Before constructing a ribbon disk for J* (J( 0) ), we will construct a slice disk D’ with 
a unique local maximum, using level pictures in S3. Initially, we have J’ (J( 0) ) c S3 = 
aB4. As time increases, we look at successively deeper S3’s in B4. When we descend past 
the local maximum, an additional unknot appears. We may identify the two curves with 
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Fig. 7 
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Fig. 8. 
J* (J( er ) ) and --!2 in V C S3. As we descend deeper into B4, we perform the moves in 
V determined by F. Each band sum with a meridian of V should be replaced by a ribbon 
move, as in Fig. 6. The end result of this will be J*(!t ) UF( -Cz) in V, together with a 
collection of meridians to V generated by the ribbon moves. Now .I* (et ) and F( -!,) 
are “mirror images” to each other in V. (This is because F can be obtained from .I* by 
changing all crossings and orientation.) Connect corresponding points across the mirror 
and we have an immersed annulus in V with only ribbon singularities. By pushing down 
the singularities we get a ribbon annulus below V bounded by .I* (tt ) U J”( --e,) . Use 
the annulus to eliminate these two curves. Below the ribbon annulus, all that remains 
is a collection of unknots (meridians to V) which we eliminate at a collection of local 
minima. 
The disk D’ which we have just constructed is isotopic to the disk D of Proposi- 
tion 2.3. To see this, recall the construction of D, which we have shown schematically 
in Fig. 7. V x [-I,01 c B4 = B_ US3 x [-l,l] is connected to JB4 by an annulus 
A = J x [ 0, 11. The manifold X_ = B4 - N(A) - V x [ -l,O] is a 4-ball. The core 
e of V x -1 forms the knot J* (J( 0) ) c ax_, and the obvious spanning disk is D. 
To begin the transformation of D to D’, isotope C up to V x 0, and raise D so that its 
unique critical point is a local maximum, as in Fig. 8. Now JD = -l2 C V x 0 and 
AnVxO=J(Ct).Next,identifyacollarofL9(Vx[-l,O]) withS’~S~x[O,l],~~ 
that V x [0, l] c S’ x S2 x [ 0, l] maps into the collar by (x, t) H (x, i( I- t) ) (where 
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(d) 
Fig. 10. 
the coordinates in the range come from S3 x [ - 1, I] in B4). Apply F to the collar, 
as in Fig. 9. (This changes the picture by an isotopy, F,(x, t) = F( x, st), where the 
parameter s increases from 0 to 1.) To understand the level picture in B4 at this point, it 
suffices to observe that whenever F pushes a strand through fJ3, the level pictures change 
as in Fig. 6, with the birth of a O-handle/l-handle pair. To visualize this phenomenon 
first note that !3 can be identified with the core of V x -1, so we must push a strand 
underneath V x [ - 1, 0] . Identify V with S’ x D2, and assume the relevant arc, say y, 
lies in z x D2 for some z E S’. Now we may suppress the St coordinate in B4. Fig. 
lO( a) shows y x [ 0, $1 in a collar of 8 (V x [ - 1 , 0] ) with the S’ coordinate suppressed. 
Initially the arc sits on top of D2 x [ -l,O] . We push it underneath and back to the 
top, as if we were jumping rope. (See Fig. 10.) After this isotopy, y x [0, $1 gains a 
minimum and a saddle point (Fig. lO( d) ) . The level pictures of Fig. lO( d) change as 
in Fig. 6. In fact, the complete level picture of our disk at this stage is as follows: For S3 
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at any level between the collar and local maximum of D, we have A and D appearing 
as J(!i > and -!2, respectively. As we descend, F acts on this by isotopy and ribbon 
moves as in Fig. 6. When we reach V x 0, A and D are l?, and J”( -G), respectively. 
The meridians generated by the ribbon moves are killed by local minima below V x -1. 
To complete the transformation of D to D’, push JD back down to V x - 1, as in 
Fig. 11. (This works because dD lies in a regular neighborhood of &.) This introduces 
the required ribbon annulus between J’ (Cl) and F( -!2); the annulus is indicated with 
crosshatches in Fig. 11. To exhibit X_ as B4, observe that since ei is a core of V, 
V x [ - 1 , 0] is explicitly seen to be a regular neighborhood of the lower boundary of A. 
Retract N(A) into aB4 along A (Fig. 12). When D gets pulled along A, Cl is replaced 
by J’ ([I), and the resulting level picture is precisely that for D’. 
To complete the proof, we isotope D’ to a ribbon disk D”. Consider the ribbon 
annulus in D’ which joins J*(!i) to F( -e2). This consists of an embedded collection 
of ribbons (l-handles) joining 3*(gi) to 7( -!2) ( in a single level) together with 
some local minima at a lower level. Let R be one of the given ribbons. Isotope D’ by 
raising R upward in B4 to just below the level of the local maximum. (This can always 
be done, but R may be dragged around inside of V by F, since R is not allowed to 
pass through the rest of D’. For example, R must be kept clear of the ribbons coming 
from Fig. 6.) The resulting R will be a ribbon in V connecting J* (J(ei ) ) and -[2. 
(We should visualize this ribbon as a narrow band following a possibly complicated 
curve in V.) Let A be the disk in the S3 level containing R with aA = 42 and A lying 
just below the maximum of D’. If R is disjoint from int A, then R cancels the 2-handle, 
and we are done. In general, however, R will intersect A in k components, each of 
which is an arc cutting straight across the ribbon R. We will eliminate these arcs by an 
isotopy of D’ in B4. For each intersection, push R along A to A fl JV. Locate a meridian 
m of V here. The circle m bounds a disk S in B4 - D’. (This drops straight into B4 
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Fig. 14. 
below the level where D’ disappears, and then ends with a local minimum below V.) 
Thicken S to get a 3-dimensional 2-handle S x I c B4. Push R across the 3-cell S x I 
at the given intersection of R and A, as shown schematically in Fig. 13. This replaces 
a segment of R by a segment of dS x I, as shown in Figs. 13 and 14. D’ is changed 
by an isotopy which adds two O-handle/ l-handle pairs. (In Fig. 13, the O-handles are 
the two horizontal disks. The l-handles connect these to JR, yielding the entire top and 
bottom faces in the figure. In Fig. 14, the O-handles generate the boundary circles of 
c?S x I, and the l-handles connect these to JR, yielding JR’.) If we apply this procedure 
to each of the k intersections of R with A, we obtain a new disk D” isotopic to D’. R 
will be replaced by a new ribbon R’ which is disjoint from A. The ribbon R’ will cancel 
the unique 2-handle of D”, transforming D” into the required ribbon disk. 0 
Here is a complete level picture of the ribbon disk D”: Begin with J* ( J( et ) ) c V C 
dB4. As we descend into B4, a long feeler pulls out of the knot by an isotopy. The feeler 
comes to rest along ~5’ (R'U A). (This feeler is the residue of the cancelled l-2 pair.) After 
2k ribbon moves, the feeler becomes JR U aA - JR n aA together with 2k meridians to 
V (Fig. 15). In this level, D” appears as the 2k meridians together with a knot in V; the 
knot is obtained from J* (J(Ct ) ) U --!2 by a ribbon move along R. Descending further 
into B4, we see F acting on the knot in V by isotopy and ribbon moves as in Fig. 6. 
The end result of this is a knot in V obtained from J* ([I) UF( -e,) by a ribbon move, 
together with many meridians to V. This knot is immediately eliminated by a ribbon 
disk below V. (The disk consists of the ribbon annulus between J* (et) and >( -e,), 
minus one ribbon.) At this point only an unlink remains (the meridians of V), and this 
is killed by a collection of local minima. (These are the local minima introduced in Fig. 
6, together with 2k disks consisting of pairs of each of the k disks S introduced during 
the last isotopy producing D”.) 
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Remarks. (1) Our technique for making D’ ribbon might be useful for eliminating 
local maxima from other embedded surfaces. The necessary hypothesis is that the disk 
in S3 corresponding to the given local maximum possesses an unknotted dual circle 
(intersecting it exactly once) which descends below the surface in B4 (disjointly from 
the surface). Compare with the circle m in the above proof. 
(2) Modifying the ribbon disk D” as follows, we can find a ribbon annulus in V x I 
from J* (J) c V x 1 to the core of V x 0; hence for any knot k in the 3-sphere, J* (J(k) ) 
is ribbon concordant to k. (Refer to [4] for the definition of ribbon concordance.) We 
may assume that all the meridians used in the construction of D and D” are contained 
in int V. Let A’ be the disk A - V. By the assumption above A = (D” - A’) U ( cYA’ x I) 
is an embedded annulus in V x I, which is a ribbon concordance from J*(J) in V x 1 
to a longitude aA’ x 0 of V x 0. 
3. A potential counterexample 
Proposition 3.1. Let J and J* be the knots in Fig. 3. Then K = J(O)# J*(O) is a 
nonribbon knot, but is algebraically slice and has the same Casson-Gordon invariants 
as the slice knot J’ ( J( 0) ). 
Remark. If K in the proposition were slice, it would be a conterexample to the ribbon- 
slice conjecture. If K turns out to be nonslice, the knot K gives a negative answer to 
the question in [ 9, p. 3391. 
Proof. ( 1) Vanishing of obstructions, It is known that the algebraic cobordism class 
of a satellite knot is determined by the constituent knots and the winding number 
[ 6,101. Now the winding number of J’ in S’ x D2 is one (Lemma 2.1( l)), hence 
K = J(O)# J*( 0) and J*( J( 0)) are in the same algebraic cobordism class. Since 
the latter is a slice knot (Proposition 2.3)) K is algebraically slice. In [ 91 Litherland 
derived a formula for the Casson-Gordon invariants of satellite knots. In particular, he 
showed that if a knot E in S’ x D2 has winding number 1, then the Casson-Gordon 
invariants of a satellite E(C) where C is a knot in S3 are the same as those of E( O)# C 
[9, Corollary 1, p. 3371. Hence setting E = J’ and C = J(O), we get the claim on 
Casson-Gordon invariants. 
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Fig. 16 
(2) K is not ribbon. Fig. 16 shows that J(O) is the connected sum of the (2, -3) 
and (2,5) torus knots (the dotted circle in the third picture gives the decomposition), 
hence its Alexander polynomial is ( t2 - t + 1) ( r4 - f3 + t2 - t + 1) . This polynomial 
cannot be divided by any nontrivial Laurent Z-polynomial of the form f( t)f( t-l). [ 12, 
Theorem 5.51 shows that if a homotopically ribbon knot is written as the connected 
sum of prime fibered knots whose Alexander polynomials cannot be divided by any 
nontrivial polynomials of the form f(t) f( t-l), then the number of prime factors is 
even. We know that .I( 0) and J* (0) have the same Alexander polynomials by Lemma 
2.2. Moreover claim (3) below shows that J*(O) is a prime fibered knot, so that K is 
the connected sum of three prime fibered knots whose Alexander polynomials satisfy 
the theorem’s condition. Thus K is not homotopically ribbon, and hence not ribbon. 
(3) J* (0) is a prime jibered knot. Since J(0) is the connected sum of two torus 
knots, it is a fibered knot. The fiber F is exhibited in Fig. 17. Take a simple loop c as 
in the first picture of Fig. 17; c is the union of an arc contained in F and a meridional 
arc of J. By pushing up a part of c from F the loop c intersects every fiber of J(0) 
transversely in a single point. On the other hand a sequence of isotopies in Fig. 17 
shows that ( S3 - N(c), J(0)) 2 (S’ x D2, J). Hence J is a fibered knot in S’ x D2 
whose fiber intersects S’ x 3D2 in a longitude. From the definition of a dual knot we 
see that J* is also a fibered knot in S’ x D2 (= S1 x $ - N(J) ), so that J’ (0) is a 
fibered knot in S3. 
Let us prove that J* (0) is a prime knot. The last picture of Fig. 17 shows that 1/4- 
Dehn surgery along c changes J(0) to 5”(O). Fig. 18 shows that the link J(0) U c is 
a sum of the two tangles Tl and T2. Lickorish [8] defined a prime tangle and proved 
that a link which is written as a sum of two prime tangles is a prime link. [ 8, §2( a) ] 
shows that Tl is a prime tangle. By the same argument we can show that T2 is prime, 
hence J(0) U c is a prime link. 
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Apply the following lemma by letting K = J( 0)) n = 4 and m = 2. Since the linking 
number of K and c is 1, the lemma’s hypothesis is satisfied. It follows that K4 = J”;( 0) 
is a prime knot, completing the proof of the proposition. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let K be a composite knot in S3. Take a trivial knot c such that K U c is 
a prime link. Let K,, be the knot obtained from K after I/n-Dehn surgery on c. Then 
K,, is prime if there is an integer m > 1 such that In/ml 2 2, m divides n, and m is 
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relatively prime to the linking number of K and c. 
Proof. Let p : Ml -+ S3 be the m-fold cyclic branched covering along K. Since K is 
composite, Ml is a reducible manifold. Because of the hypothesis on the linking number 
X = Mt - p-l (N(c)) has exactly one torus boundary. Let p and A be simple loops 
on c?X which are pull backs of a meridian of c and a longitude of c respectively. Then 
Mr is the Dehn filling of X along p. Let M2 be the m-fold cyclic branched covering of 
S3 along K,. Since m divides n, M2 is the Dehn filling of X along p + (n/m) A. The 
algebraic intersection number of ,U and ,u + (n/m) A is In/ml (3 2). The reducibility 
conjecture settled by Gordon and Luecke [5] states that if two Dehn fillings along 
distinct loops produce reducible manifolds, then the algebraic intersection number of the 
loops is less than 2. Hence, M2 is an irreducible manifold. By the Smith conjecture this 
implies that K,, is a prime knot. 0 
4. How to draw J 
Let J( c S’ x 0’) denote the knot in Fig. 3. Let x, y be two distinct points of S2. 
Identify S’ x D2 with a regular neighborhood V of S’ x x in S’ x S2. Orient St x y so 
as to be homologous to the simple loop -.I in S’ x S2. It is not difficult to see that an 
ambient isotopy of S1 x S2 carries J to S’ x x; then the image of S’ x y is a knot in 
the solid torus St x s2 - N(J), which has the same knot type as F. However, to draw 
J’ we need to visualize the isotopy. 
First isotope S’ x y into int V without intersecting J, and call this loop e. Since V is 
identified with a solid torus in S3, J and e have the canonical (0-)framing as knots in 
S3. When isotoping J (or e) in St x S2 so as to return into V, the knot and the framing 
of J change as follows. The knot J becomes a band sum of the original J and some 
mutually disjoint meridians ,ui of V via bands in V. The framing of J increases by 2 
times the linking number of J and U pui; compare with the change of framing in Kirby 
calculs after sliding a 2-handle over a O-framed 2-handle. Fig. 19 illustrates a sequence 
of isotopies of JUC in S’ x S2 such that at the end of each isotopy JUe lies in int V; the 
integers on J and C indicate the framings after isotopies. Note that J and e are, except 
for their framings, symmetric at the last stage in Fig. 19. The involution of S’ x S2 with 
the fixed point set two circles (containing the dotted arcs in the last picture of Fig. 19)) 
then, interchanges J and C (Fig. 20(a) ) . Applying to J U f? in Fig. 20(a) the isotopies 
of Fig. 19 backwards, we obtain Fig. 20(b). In St x S2 the loop J is isotopic to S’ x y 
(the core of S’ x S2 - V) without meeting I. 
Twist V -4 times; then the framing of L is 0, and hence we obtain the picture of F 
(Fig. 20(c)). By the definition of J*, the longitude of V is homologous to J* in V. 
This readily gives the J* in Fig. 3. 
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